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• Economic news was relatively quiet to start the year as markets
waited for the incoming administration to take control. Full year
GDP growth for 2016 was 1.9% and inflation remains within
striking distance of the Fed’s targets, adding to the upward
pressure on ultrashort interest rates. Market expectations are
for the first rate hike in 2017 to occur at the June meeting.
While energy prices remained largely range bound (outside of
seasonal volatility in natural gas), both metals and agricultural
commodities increased dramatically during the month due to
stimulus from China and dollar weakness. We expect bouts
of volatility as the new administration begins enacting policy
changes.
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Structured Markets

• While the private-label CMBS market has yet to find its
footing, the Agency CMBS market is off to a strong start with
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae printing in excess of $4B YTD
across six separate transactions.
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• Given the supply imbalance and the narrowing of private-label
spreads, longer duration Agency CMBS looks increasingly
compelling.
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• The IG Corporate Index tightened 1 basis point (bp) to end at
121 bps in January as the Trump rally lost steam in the month.
The market’s ambivalence about the incoming administration
caused spreads for Industrials, Financials and Utilities all to end
roughly +/- 2 bps. Primary market was heavy at approximately
$176B versus an initial street estimate of $110B. Financials
accounted for a large portion of overall issuance as they
exited the fourth quarter earnings blackout. Street expects
another robust month for February ($100-110B) with M&A
being the wild card.
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• Yields in January ended up relatively close to where they
started at the beginning of the month. The 2-yr and 10-yr
increased by about 2 bps and 1 bp respectively, while the 5-yr
and 30-yr both decreased by about 1 bp.
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This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered
as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular issuer, security, strategy or investment
product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not
guaranteed. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without
notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market conditions. We
believe the information provided here is reliable but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This
commentary contains or incorporates by reference certain forward-looking statements which are based
on various assumptions (some of which are beyond our control) may be identified by reference to a
future period or periods or by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” “continue,” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of
those terms. Actual results could differ materially from those set forth in forward-looking statements
due to a variety of factors. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any
other publication, without the express written permission of Merganser Capital Management © 2016.
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*Month-to-date performance of spread bearing bonds versus duration-matched Treasuries
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